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RINL has bright future: Sri P Madhusudan, CMD 

“Recognition Letter” handed over to INTUC  

Sri P Madhusudan, CMD, RINL highlighted the need to work with dedication and discipline to 
realize the goals set for the current year since the plant is under ramping up and stabilization 
from the new units of expansion. Human resources are the greatest asset for  the organisation 
and it was demonstrated by the RINL collective  in times of crisis, he added. 

 

Sri Madhusudan made this observation while handing over the “Recognition Letter” to the 
victorious union Visakha Steel Employees Congress led by Sri Mantri Rajsekhar and Sri 
Gandham Venkat Rao, General Secretary and President respectively, today at a function 
attended by a large contingent of supporters and admirers. 



 

 

Addressing the gathering, Sri Madhusudan said that the recognition brings lot of responsibility 
on the union and expressed confidence that plant would have bright future with its expansion 
plans to take the Company to 11-12 mtpa in a phased manner. He sought the cooperation of 
the recognized union to strengthen the organization in enhancing the productivity in this 
competitive market and assured full support to the welfare of the employees. 

Dr GBS Prasad, Director (Personnel), RINL said that Vizag Steel was known for excellent 
Industrial Relations scenario and the elections were conducted without any incident and added 
that the majority union has to play a vital role in enhancing the production with strict 
adherence to safety standards. 

Sri Mantri Rajsekhar, General Secretary, INTUC  called upon the employees to work with 
devotion to realize the targets set for the current year and assured the management full 
support in taking the Company to newer heights. The INTUC is always in fore front in protecting 
the interests of the Company and particularly the employees welfare, he added. 

Sri Gandham Venkat Rao, President, INTUC expressed gratitude to the entire workforce for 
supporting INTUC in the recent elections and said that VSP would not face any type of IR 
problem under their regime and will work with lot of responsibility in future. 

Sri Debasish Ray, GM (HR)I/C-IR&Plant welcomed the gathering. Sri T Sunder, GM(HR) Non-
works &HRD proposed vote of thanks. 

EDs, GMs, HODs and Union leaders S/Sri Padi Trinadha Rao,  G Maheswar Reddy,  Murali Raju,  
N Ramachandra Rao,  Sampoornam, B Pydiraju, Y Mastanappa, V Rammohan Rao,  NV Ramana, 
D Suresghbabu, Sri Jagjeevan Ram and Sri Anvesh from SC&ST Association, Sri Garg and Sri P 
Satyanarayana from SEA and large number of employees graced the occasion. 

Photo Caption: Sri P Madhusudan, CMD, RINL handing over the “Recognition Letter” to Sri 
Mantri Rajsekhar,  Sri Gandham Venkat Rao. Dr GBS Prasad, Director (Personnel) is also seen. 
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